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TRANSFER PROCEDURE
Updated December 2021
Though we have never experienced a non-transfer situation in our operation (our transfer agent is fully reliable
and will assist you not only in transfers, but with check in, luggage, etc.), Fly Fishing Los Roques (FFLR)
wants to familiarize you with our transfer procedure in the event of any CONTINGENCY. It is important that
you understand that this procedure is only in case no one meets you at International or National airport upon
your arrival or departure. We do not expect under any circumstances that this will happen but we want you to
have the relevant information.
When you arrive, John Salazar from the company “JonJac” and member of his team, will be waiting for you
right after you exit the luggage/customs area. After your luggage has passed through the x-ray machines and
customs, you will exit through a hall to the reception area. You should walk out only a few meters and you
should see John or one of his team members no farther than 30 feet behind a waiting area stand. John always
has the names of anglers and all information of the operation (names, hotels, flights, los roques operation,
etc.). John and his team most likely see you quickly due to their many years of experience with inbound
anglers. John speaks English and is 100% familiar with the operation and once he approaches you, you will
know it is the right person after you exchange a few words with him. They may be holding a simple paper
marked with your name. Taxi workers may approach offering transfers, please be sure that you are dealing
with the right John at all times.
The most important thing and common sense is to NOT leave with another person other than John or his
team. Avoid assistance from strangers.
Also, there is a clearly identified stand of Hotel Eurobuilding in the international terminal (before one of the
exits to the main street after you enter the reception area), which can provide assistance for the shuttle to the
hotel which is located 5 minutes from airport. The shuttle buses are clearly identified with Hotel Eurobuilding
logo and stops every 30 minutes.
This is only a “what if” basic procedure. If John or his team are not around, please contact John, Ramon or
Felipe at the phone numbers in your itinerary or below.
You will need to first call John Salazar at (414) 322 8097 or (412) 378 9646 or Ramon Paz at (414) 317
0169 or Felipe Reyes (412) 2103082
In order to contact a person in Venezuela by phone, please note the following: Country Code (58) City Code
(Caracas and La Guaira is 212) Cellular Codes (414 or 416 or 412). From the USA, you need to dial 011 58
212… or 011 58 414….
Finally, if for any reason, which we do not anticipate, after approximately 30-40 minutes, your transfer does
not show up and you are not able to communicate with FFLR representatives, you must take the shuttle or
taxi.
Please see above the information for the shuttle bus to Hotel Eurobuilding Express which is the first option.
If you wish to take a taxi remember you will be staying at the Eurobuilding Express Hotel near the airport (5
minutes drive) and NOT the Eurobuilding Hotel in Caracas.
Be sure to use the official taxis at the airport. Proceed to the main exit on that same street level where you
cleared customs and reception area (approx. 60 meters from the luggage/customs exit). Exit through the
electric doors out to the main street where there are always airport taxis waiting right in front of the main exit.
These taxis have the logo of the airport Taxi Company on their doors and are normally in a big line of
cars, thus, difficult to miss. Proceed to the beginning of the line where someone is assigning the taxis. You
will need to ask them to drive you to your respective Hotel. Once you arrive to the Hotel, please contact us
again but your reservation is already confirmed and pre-paid so you are able to immediately check in.
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Lastly, if you are not pick you up for your domestic flight to Los Roques or your international return flight to the
US in the early morning (which again should never be the case unless there is an emergency such as an
accident, etc. but in 18 years have never been the case), you should take a taxi or shuttle to the airport (this
scenario will be the same in case you arrive overseas and are making a connection to Los Roques directly).
Flight to Los Roques, it is located in the national terminal next to the international terminal. If you are flying
with Conviasa Arilines, the stands are on the west wing of the national terminal. If you are using airlines
(Airway, Sasca, AeroCaribe or Fly to Los Roques), their stands are on the east wing of the national terminal.
For your international flight back to the US, please ask the driver to take you to your respective
international airline desk at the International terminal.

Important telephone numbers:
Ramon R. Paz (414) 317 0169
Felipe Reyes (0412) 2103082 or (0414) 1210157
John Salazar transfer (414) 322 8097 / (414) 272 3831
Andres Salazar transfer (424) 197 5588 / Isabelino Salazar transfer (414) 906 4825
Eurobuilding Express Hotel (212) 700 0700
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